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Senko Develops a Railway Container with Auto 
Flooring Functionality, the First in the Industry 

 

 
(A 31ft. railway container with auto flooring functionality) 

 
SENKO Co., Ltd. (Osaka City, Osaka Prefecture; President: Yasuhisa Fukuda; hereafter referred to as 

Senko) completed the development of a new railway container with auto flooring functionality and has 
introduced it to parties related to railway transportation on November 26, 2012. The 31ft. container, which 
features an auto flooring functionality, is an industry-first. 

 
Auto flooring is equipment that has been used mainly in trucks. It slides the floor of the load-carrying tray 

by electricity. By placing goods at the entrance of the loading room and sliding the entire floor into the room, 
the good can be moved into the back of the loading room. In doing so, persons in charge of loading no longer 
need to work inside the loading room to load the goods to the back of the room, thus saving work time, 
enhancing business efficiency, and reducing the burden of the workers. 

Currently, in the railway transportation industry, loading and unloading onto and from the container are 
done mostly by hand. To enhance efficiency, Senko has considered introducing the auto flooring functionality 
to railway containers. This time around, a 31ft. container with auto flooring was jointly developed with Japan 
Transport Engineering Company (abbreviation: J-TREC; headquarters: Yokohama City, Kanagawa Prefecture; 
president: Naoto Miyashita) and Nakao Kogyo K.K. (Hirogawa-cho, Arita-gun, Wakayama Prefecture; 
president: Masahiro Nakao). Senko proposes efficient loading using this new container along with a modal 
shift. 

Moreover, Senko is currently developing various railway containers that feature other new functionalities. 
Going forward, Senko will propose modal shifts that better match the needs of the customers by improving the 
convenience of railway transport. 

(Inside the container) 

    

*"Auto floor" is the registered trademark of Nakao Kogyo K.K.  End 


